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Helen Buckingham

worth more
in her box—
Sixties Barbie

Helen Buckingham lives in Wells, England. Her work appears regularly in journals such
as Bones, is/let and Modern Haiku. Anthologies include: Haiku in English (Norton, 2013).
Among her collections are: water on the moon (Original Plus, 2010) and sanguinella
(Red Moon, 2017), each of which was shortlisted for a Touchstone Award.



Kirsten Cli� Elliot

I felt it too

I'd had a racing heart before. Not even uncommon for my heart to skip a
beat. And I often hear its pounding in my ears. But after my first panic
attack I knew why people said they thought they were going to die; I felt it
too.

piss, poo,
and period blood . . .

I am an animal;
these pieces of my life

circling the drain

Kirsten Cli� Elliot (@bookfuelled) is a reader, writer and librarian. Her book Patient
Property: a journey through leukaemia (Velvet Dusk Publishing) was shortlisted for The
Haiku Foundation's Touchstone Distinguished Books Award 2019. Her collection of
library-themed haiku and senryu will appear throughout December 2021 on THF Per
Diem: Daily Haiku.

https://www.instagram.com/bookfuelled/


Laurie Greer

never expecting it stillbirth

crushed camellias
hate crime
on top of hate crime

the older man
I once looked up to
waning super moon

standing with the black-eyed-Susans

Laurie Greer lives, walks, and works in Washington DC—where there is still taxation
without representation.



Marilyn Ward

fallen apples
all the bruises
left by chemo

storm force
the level ten
of an argument

Marilyn Ward is a retired social education worker for adult learning disabilities. She has
been writing haiku and senryu for 6 years and it is her main hobby. Marilyn has been
accepted in various journals over the years, and previously in #FemkuMag.



Aidan Castle

trauma      brain     jury

tic          in

skyscrapers
the language
of rape

stuck in tra�c
over the bridge
i jumped from

Aidan Castle is a nonbinary poet who values enthusiasm and authenticity. His work is
informed by TBI and a passion for nature. Aidan lives and loves in the Pac NW. His
poems have appeared in Modern Haiku, Kingfisher, Frogpond and other journals, as
well as the KDP book Logjam Cargo.



Kristen Lindquist

O Canada

Soon after the divorce, when I was six or seven, my dad married his
secretary, and they took my younger sister and I on a car-camping trip to
Fundy National Park in New Brunswick. We loved the beaches with their
dramatic rock formations. But in a campground playground, an older girl
wouldn’t let us ride the merry-go-round, said it was for big kids only.
Finally, she let me on, but told my sister that she’d have to push it for us.
When I told her that wasn’t fair, she countered with, Americans are stupid.
Her proof: the imperial gallon is much bigger than the American gallon.

a lingering feeling
that something’s not right

dead low tide

Washed Up

Alone, lying half-asleep on the beach in the fog, sleeve over my face,
feeling a little sorry for myself, it’s easy to imagine the osprey’s cry an
alarm to wake me or to express some avian concern over my inert form.
But really, the bird doesn’t even know I’m here, my body just one more
piece of flotsam tossed among the shells and seaweed.

more than one way
to look at it
beach glass



Kristen Lindquist (cont.)

Dream Interpretation

I want to fit myself to the patterns of the tattooed man, his dark-mapped
skin, to find my way to that land of sinuous desire.

what we need most

Through the woods to the sea on the old path where sheep grazed for
acorns. But now the way follows the shore too closely, with none of the
trees' secrets. I catch up with a man and ask him where it will take me,
where we'll end up, but he simply looks away.

sometimes hidden

A space in the basement we must crawl through to get upstairs. My hips
too wide, pelvis grinding into dirt. Head barely squeezing through the last
hole. After, the catharsis of chewing piece after piece of gum.

spring ephemerals

Kristen Lindquist is a poet and writer living on the coast of Maine. She was featured in
NEW RESONANCE 12.



Kelly Sauvage

nachtmusik
the punk band’s
danke schön

fresh ink
on the divorce decree
suddenly spotting

hope chest nothin’ but the bluebird

period stain the mulberry back in bloom

Kelly Sauvage is no longer an Angel, though she just may be an oyster.



Vandana Parashar

lactating
I take my tea
without milk

lunar eclipse
I learn the di�erence between
sex and gender

late night call
I hear him unzip his
mosquito net

Vandana Parashar is a haiku poet in progress. Her love for brevity made her fall in love
with haiku and related forms of Japanese poetry. Her work has been published in many
national and international journals and has won several accolades. Her haiku was
shortlisted for Touchstone Award (2021.) Her debut e-chapbook is “I Am” (Title IX Press,
2019.)



Helen Ogden

blind date
he tells me his Tesla
is in the shop

abortion law
looking up
Lysistrata

drifting clouds
he tells me
he’s changed

cheap date
once again
I give too much

Helen Ogden has spent much of her pandemic downtime reading and writing haiku. It
has become her happy place and has kept her somewhat sane. Participation in the HSA
mentorship program has helped to hone her skills.



Benedicta Adjei Baah

doggy
if that will make you
happy

the curves
you want
veggie diet

master potter
my hips a bowl
in his hands

gentle rain
our argument
resolved

Benedicta Adjei Baah (formerly Benedicta Gyepi Garbrah) works as a public health
o�cer in Ghana. Her husband introduced her to Japanese poetry forms. She currently
writes for fun and relaxation.



Barrie Levine

with one breast
I am whole
sister moon

voodoo doll
I really wanna prick
that prick

bell bottoms
coming of age

from the ankles up

Barrie Levine practiced family law in Boston, concentrating on representing women,
from 1973 to 2014. She began writing haiku after caregiving for her mother and husband
and then losing them both in the same awful year. Joining the haiku community has
been a life-a�rming experience for Barrie.



Sarah Metzler

age increasing the small print

vaccine needle relaxing my fist

Sarah Metzler is a counselor and poet who enjoys unscheduled days, sunny swimming
holes, and floating.



Debbie Strange

constructed reality the world view from my sickbed

spill/age (.)(.)

abs(dis)traction

onion skin
you  p e e l  my layers
and i weep



Debbie Strange (cont.)

Debbie Strange is an internationally published short-form poet, haiga artist, and
photographer. Her book, The Language of Loss: Haiku & Tanka Conversations, received
first place in the 2019 Sable Books International Women's Haiku Book Contest, as well as
an Honourable Mention in the 2021 Haiku Society of America Merit Book Awards.



Tracy Davidson

more condolences
behind clamped teeth
my silent scream

playground memories
my part-time father
pushing me away

Tracy Davidson lives in Warwickshire, England, and writes poetry and flash fiction. Her
work has appeared in various publications and anthologies, including: Poet's Market,
Mslexia, Atlas Poetica, Modern Haiku, The Binnacle, A Hundred Gourds, Shooter, Journey
to Crone, The Great Gatsby Anthology, WAR, In Protest: 150 Poems for Human Rights.



Mia Indigo

worth so much more than he’s not giving winter sun

Mia Indigo writes haiku and engages in practices in the White Tigress tradition as part
of her lifelong pursuit of a degree in Surrender Studies.



Marilyn Ashbaugh

before i woke
(anatomy of a genocide)

tripping
on the cathedral steps
a child’s remains

church doors open
a small mercy

confessional
screen or face-to-face
an unmarked grave

longing
for justice
the body count soars

on her rosary
prayers for the dead

for their own good
blood drips
from a crown of thorns

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-57592243.amp

Marilyn Ashbaugh is a poet, nature photographer and organic gardener. She is
published in journals and anthologies featuring Japanese short-form poetry.

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-57592243.amp


Angela Terry
Julie Schwerin

Slant Autumn Light

leaf cutter ants
in single file –
slant autumn light

the glare from a row
of riot shields

the street corner
Messiah
right all along

a “Censored”
face mask
congressional hearing

shadows of clenched fists
raised in support

a long dark night
counting
every last vote



Angela Terry
Julie Schwerin

Bison Bones

a trail of tears
across the prairie
yesterday’s shadows

Bison bones
laid end to end

sandhill crane migration –
blood on the tips
of a thousand bills

a search
for fresh water --
no room for the refugees

everyone now a suspect
morning moon

growing pale . . .
a close look
in the mirror

Angela Terry (Sequim, Washington) and Julie Schwerin (Sun Prairie, Wisconsin) met at
a rengay workshop presented by Garry Gay at the 2011 Haiku North America event held
in Seattle, Washington. They wrote their first rengay during the lunch break that day
then continued to write collaboratively via email ever since.



Joan Torres

commercial break during Jane Austen changing a tampon

below the missing dog a missing woman

shucking corn an unwanted touch

Joan Torres is a new poet inspired by the poetry and bravery of Marlene Mountain. She
is a college student who hopes to one-day escape the backwards / woods of her small
state.



Mary McCormack

each time
a virgin
to the pain

just
the

right
touch
and

instinctively
my

body
opens

up
thighs
arms

arched
back
lifting
myself

into
air

Mary McCormack is enchanted by the sun.



Neena Singh

patriarchy Y the dominance

across oceans the stretch of the umbilical cord

Neena Singh is a banker turned poet. Her poetry and haiku have been featured in
many online journals and international magazines. She is the author of "Whispers of the
Soul" and "One Breath Poetry". She runs a non-profit for the education and health of
underprivileged children in Chandigarh, India.



Kat Lehmann

Breaking Up With the Blues

I see you in the sideways-smile of a stranger, in the seduction of destiny
uniting us in some kind of arranged marriage. Maybe I have always been
with you, a captive made to love you, our two shadows falling into dusk.

starlight

We slip out after curfew to stroll the large cemetery near the shopping
mall. You read to me the gravestone names, and I imagine the lies that
drew them to be with you.

something old and borrowed

To my teen eyes, you are as seamless as the sky. I vow to bisect your
center with a contrail of white.

left at the altar



Kat Lehmann (cont.)

season fatigue
the August creek o�ers
whatever is left

the ache
settles in her bones
politics and rain

Kat Lehmann is a Touchstone Award-winning haiku poet, potter, and scientist. A Best of
the Net nominee, Kat is Co-Founder / Co-Editor of Whiptail: Journal of the Single-Line
Poem. Her third book is Stumbling Toward Happiness: Haibun and Hybrid Poems. Read
more at katlehmann.weebly.com and Twitter/Instagram @SongsOfKat.

https://katlehmann.weebly.com/
https://www.instagram.com/songsofkat/?hl=en


Kat Lehmann
Terri L. French

Sultry Days

deep summer
the ashen moon
tousles her hair

candyfloss sweetens
a first kiss

trellis vines
the easy reach
of hands

grape stomp—
hiking skirts
over their knees

blend of the harvest
grenache syrah

when silence
is su�cient. . .
autumn sunset

Terri L. French currently serves on the board of The Haiku Foundation, and is on the
editorial team of the journal, contemporary haibun online. She is past southeast
regional coordinator of The Haiku Society of America, and former editor of Prune Juice
Journal. Now retired, Terri and her husband Ray enjoy the lifestyle of full-time RVers.



Erin Castaldi

road trip
the steep rock face
of sibling rivalry

the pain
it takes to move on
rolling fog

Erin Castaldi has appeared in Akitsu Quarterly, Heron’s Nest, and Presence, as well as a
dozen anthologies and has received merit in several contests. She has had work
translated into Japanese, Croatian, Romanian, Italian, German and Chinese. Her current
positions include: Poet Laureate of the city of Somers Point, New Jersey and Social
Media Manager for The Haiku Society of America (HSA).



Arvinder Kaur

this struggle
to find my voice...
piano ri�s

searching for love
again and again
404

Arvinder kaur, author, translator, poet specializes in English literature and Media
Studies. Her haiku have appeared in several international journals. She lives in
Chandigarh, India with her family.



Mona Bedi

motel bed
the stale smell
of love making

Mona Bedi is a medical doctor living in Delhi, India with her husband, two children and
dog. She has been writing poetry since childhood but a few years back she started
writing haiku. She has two poetry books: they you and me and dancing moonlight. Her
poems have been published in Failed haiku, Haiku in Action, The Haiku Dialogue, cold
moon journal, tsuri-doro and many others.



rs

family reunion
I avoid eye contact
with the kissing cousin

nonbinary
m a n s p r e a d i n g

Robin Smith (rs) is Co-Founder & Co-Chief Editor at Whiptail: Journal of the Single-line
Poem, and currently on board with Sonic Boom, Yavanika Press, kontinuum: kortárs
haiku_contemporary haiku, and Trailblazer Contest. Their book the new green is
forthcoming. @komadorihaiku

https://www.instagram.com/komadorihaiku/?hl=en


Colleen M. Farrelly

hiding under
Leaves of Grass
my rejection pile

COVID picnic
only the ants
show up

softening his bed
of broken concrete
Army jacket



Colleen M. Farrelly (cont.)

Reunion

He passes the peas and politely asks what’s new with me. I mention a
mentorship program and my latest physics project. He tells me about
Molly making varsity last spring. Sharon goes to every game.

Our cousins continue the small talk under the big maple tree covering a
lone picnic table. We haven’t talked much since last summer.

the empty chair
beside me—

another suicide

Colleen M. Farrelly is a geometer and nomad poet. She enjoys any sort of water sport
(especially surfing) and doing service work in the developing world. During COVID, she's
mostly been in Miami or Wisconsin and dreaming of returning to Africa.



Susan Burch

cracking open a cold one my mother-in-law

after the pap smear Smir(n)o�

spring rain douching spring rain

Cupid politics
to the left to the left

to the right to the right

Susan Burch is a good egg.



E.L. Blizzard



E.L. Blizzard (cont.)

advocate
his lawyer (m)asks the question
don’t you all hate men

misophonia
learning all the letters
not to say

E. L. Blizzard lives in the U. S. South. She is humbled to have haiku, senryu, haibun, haiga,
other poetry forms, and flash fiction included in several journals. She’s spent years in
advocacy, allying with immigrants/refugees, cis/straight/LGBTQ+ survivors of intimate
partner violence, and those experiencing homelessness.



Baisali Chatterjee Dutt

whipped cream―
sins we vow
to never commit

paper lanterns
flying kisses
to my dad

outgrown ballet shoes. . .
tiptoeing into the house
after the rave

Baisali Chatterjee Dutt is a domesticated nomad who writes, edits, dabbles in theatre
and teaches. Her poetry has been published in various anthologies and magazines,
print as well as online. Her latest novella in verse, “Three is a Lonely Number”, is
available on Amazon Kindle. She also eats chocolate by the bucketful, gazes at clouds
and tries to mother two teen boys.



Shloka Shankar



Shloka Shankar (cont.)

Shloka Shankar is a poet and visual artist from Bangalore, India. A Best of the Net
nominee and award-winning haiku poet, Shloka is the Founding Editor of Sonic Boom
and its imprint Yavanika Press. Her microchap, Points of Arrival, is forthcoming from the
Origami Poems Project. Website: www.shlokashankar.com

http://www.shlokashankar.com


Marilyn Humbert

he loves
my gnarly edges…
freshwater pearls

his fist
her smile
our family dinner

Marilyn Humbert lives on Darug and GuriNgai land in Berowra, NSW Australia. Her
tanka and haiku appear in International and Australian journals, anthologies and online.
Her free verse poems have been awarded prizes in competitions, published in
anthologies, journals and online, most recently in Poetry for the Planet Anthology and
FemAsia Magazine.



Mary Stevens

never thought of it
until the Netflix suggestion
strong female lead

parsnip the subtext of his text

Mary Stevens loves getting down to the essence of things: to find meaning and beauty
in nature, haiku, and dance—in particular Authentic Movement, a long-time embodied
expressive movement practice she does in a community of women. She currently lives
on the New Jersey-Massachusetts cyberborder.



Lorraine A. Padden

backed up sewer line Me Too movement

hormones
she thought were gone
milkweed

the anorexic's
last resort
chemical peel

lingering heat
he decides not to throw
a second punch

Lorraine A Padden’s poetry appears in Modern Haiku, The Heron's Nest, tinywords,
Frogpond, and #FemkuMag, among others. She won Tricycle Magazine's 2021 Best of
the Haiku Challenge, and one of her rengay received an Honorable Mention in the 2021
Haiku Association of America Competition in honor of Garry Gay.



Deborah P Kolodji

hiding her anger
a wasp’s nest
in the eaves

refusing to admit
her age
bristlecone pine

Deborah P Kolodji loves to wander the beaches and botanical gardens of Southern
California. Her book, “highway of sleeping towns,” from Shabda Press won a Touchstone
Distinguished Book Award from the Haiku Foundation. She currently serves as the
California Regional Coordinator for the Haiku Society of America.



Seren Fargo

Transient

losing my home
after fifteen years
the imprints
in the carpet
that will never leave

as if anything
will help,
I continue
to water the lettuce
that’s already bolted

another car passes
my roadside stand,
saving up
for a bigger vehicle
destined to be my home

Seren Fargo has been writing haiku since 2009. Her work is published widely, and she is
a co-editor of the rengay journal, Tandem. As a former wildlife biologist, she enjoys
incorporating her field experiences into her poetry. She has an unnamed pet mouse she
caught stealing from her garden.



Maya Daneva

chemotherapy
the veins of this
fallen leaf

fine sand beach
the e�ort to walk
with high heels

Maya Daneva is a Software Engineering scholar and a Board Member of the female
faculty network in a Dutch university. She developed her passion for haiku as a way to
cope with grief after the death of her mother. Her work appeared in #FemkuMag, Haiku
Canada, Wales Haiku, Frogpond, and Kingfisher.



Kath Abela Wilson

tail of the dragon
how I taught him
everything I know

Kath Abela Wilson was born and grew up on the East Coast in sight of the Statue of
Liberty. In 1976 she traveled cross country with 2 children and a non-working husband. .A
sign on the California freeway said zoo next left. We were ready.



Juliet Wilson

old maps -
where now
are all those trees?

Juliet Wilson is an adult education tutor and conservation volunteer based in
Edinburgh, Scotland. Her haiku have been widely published online and in print and have
also been set to music and baked into cupcakes.



Amrutha Prabhu

through the tiny hands
of my daughter
a seed becomes a sapling
I am
an instrument of being

Amrutha Prabhu, a computer engineer, discovered her love for poems and art in
mid-30-ies. Her love for learning, art, and poems found a home at Haiku, Haiga, and
related Japanese forms of poetry during 2021. She has several of her works published
in reputed journals. She makes little happy notes of moments that make life worth living
through poems, paintings or food.  😊



Elaine Wilburt

what she says
in the dark—
scorched tree

neo-     -ism
threshing the cha�
from the wheat

Elaine Wilburt’s fiction and poems have appeared in various online and print journals,
including Puerto del Sol, Broad River Review, Mezzo Cammin, and Frogpond, among
others. In 2019, Elaine received a Highly Commended Creatrix Haiku Award. She can
often be found baking bread and other treats for her family.



Richa Sharma

outpourings how i sift trust

mantling my insomnia night cityscape

virgin beyond me reeling moon

Richa Sharma loves to write Japanese short forms. Her work has appeared in
numerous haiku journals.



Rosa Maria Di Salvatore

dark moon. . .
everything is wrong
everything is right

wrinkles. . .
the folded corners
of an origami

Rosa Maria Di Salvatore (Catania, Italy), has a degree in foreign languages and
literatures and has been a teacher of English literature. She loves writing haiku and
other forms of poetry. Her haiku are published in several on-line magazines. She was
selected to the European Top 100 most creative haiku authors in 2018, 2019 and 2020.



Eva Limbach

almost a friend this rainy rainy day

beach workout
the perfect body of
her personal trainer

wide wide world
your feet
still so tiny

Eva Limbach lives in Saarbrücken, a German town near the French border, with her
husband and her dog. She works as a pharmacist. Since 2012 she writes haiku, senryu
and sometimes haibun. You can read her published poems at her blog Mare
Tranquillitatis.

https://evamaria-limbach2.blogspot.com/
https://evamaria-limbach2.blogspot.com/


Devoshruti Mandal

flower shower
for a minute
i feel alive

autumn leaves -
granny's wrinkled palm
on mine

Devoshruti Mandal is a novice in Haikai literature and lives in Varanasi, India. Haiku
heals her and brings life to hers. Though the Haikai journey starts in 2020, becomes a
devotee from March, 2021. Recently, her haiku have received some of the finest shelters
like CMJ, THF, Failed Haiku. Her thoughts can be read @trolleytaleso�cial.

https://www.instagram.com/trolleytalesofficial/?hl=en


Hannah Mahoney

trauma recovery I unmute myself

freezing rain
his too-strong yank
on the dog’s leash

Hannah Mahoney lives in Cambridge, Mass., and works in publishing. She is a featured
poet in New Resonance 12 and a winner of the Kaji Aso Haiku Award and Kaji Aso
Senryu Award.



Maya Gomez

tattoo
your favorite things
on my lips

Maya Gomez is a sophomore at Millikin University. She has been writing poetry for as
long as she can remember. She was born in Santa Barbara, California, and grew up in
Galesburg, Illinois. Her favorite authors include but are not limited to Neil Hilborn and
Andrea Gibson.



Nadejda Kostadinova

rose prickles
is it too late to try
these kinky underwear

Nadejda Kostadinova lives in Sofia, Bulgaria. Her work has been published in various
printed and online magazines including Asahi Haikuist Network, ESUJ, Frogpond, Prune
Juice, Hedgerow, Cattails, Tinywords, Under the Basho, Modern Haiku, Failed Haiku and
others. She has been awarded honorable mentions and prizes in competitions.



Announcements

Against the Current Anthology: Due to a few delays, this anthology is set to
release January of 2022.

Title IX Press: The haibun anthology deadline has been extended until
December 31, 2021.
Guidelines: titleixpress.wixsite.com/titleix/calls-for-submissions

Please note there are new #FemkuMag guidelines starting December 1,
2021.

https://titleixpress.wixsite.com/titleix/calls-for-submissions
https://femkumag.wixsite.com/home/guidelines

